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Catalog Number

Notes Type

DIMENSIONS

Notes:
1. INCLUDES - 13W compact integrated spiral 4-pin 2700K fluorescent lamps.
2. Use with non-dimmable switches only.
3. Supplied with 15' of power cord (9-light). Supplied with 11' of

power cord (5-light).
4. Resale packs must be considered in increments of 6.

Accessories/Replacement parts

CH36 BZA Additional 36" antique bronze chain
CH36 BN Additional 36" brushed nickel chain
CF13INLB27 GU24 R6 13W compact integrated spiral 4-pin 2700K

fluorescent lamps4

DPIEDGL CS Sand-textured beige glass shade
DPIEDGL WS Sand-textured opal shade

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
INTENDED USE
Provides general illumination and style for residential and light commercial
applications. Suspended from ceiling, ideal for use in dining areas, foyers,
bedrooms or in a living room grouping.
ATTRIBUTES
Arts and crafts styling these transitionally styled chandeliers are available in a
nine or five light configuration. Both light configurations are offered with sand-
textured beige diffuser, mounted in an antique bronze finished housing or opal
glass diffuser, mounted in a brushed nickel finished housing. Shades provide
a wide spread uniform illumination and are suspended by matching finished
decorative support arms, chain (adjustable to 94" - 9 light and 57" - 5 light) and
canopy.
Includes 13W compact integrated spiral 4-pin 2700K fluorescent lamps for
energy efficiency, superior color rendering and long life.
For use with non-dimmable switches only.
All mounting hardware included.
LISTING
CUL listed to US and Canadian safety standards and suitable for damp loca-
tions. ENERGY STAR® qualified.

WARRANTY
Guaranteed for two years against mechanical defects in manufacture.
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CLASSIC  COLLECTION
Compact Full Spiral Fluorescent

with Integral Ballast

Options

(Consult factory)
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         9 light                                          5 light

Nominal Lamp Model Number (A) Width (B) Depth (C) Extension*
Size Configuration Number of Lamps inches (cm) inches (cm) inches (cm)

9 light 10869 (9) 13W compact 23-1/4" (59.1) 21-7/8" (55.4) 94" (238.8)
integrated spiral

5 light 10865 (5) 13W compact 20" (51.0) 20" (51.0) 57" (144.8)
integrated spiral

*Maximum extension from ceiling with chain. All dimensions are in inches (centimeters)

10869 9 light - (9) 13W compact integrated spiral 4-pin 2700K
fluorescent lamps Included

10865 5 light - (5) 13W compact integrated spiral 4-pin 2700K
fluorescent lamps Included

 Model Number1,2,3 Finish

BZA Antique bronze
BN Brushed nickel
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PHOTOMETRICS

Full photometric data report available within 2 weeks from request.  Consult factory.
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